Operation Procedure

1. Select the Honda software V 45.30 above;
2. Select 16Pin ;
3. Select system ;
4. Select engine system;
5. Select the special function;
6. Select the throttle valve;
7. Click the “throttle valve position”, See Picture 1;

8. Prompt again : “Do you want to reset the learning value of the throttle valve position?
9. Prompt : setting condition, see picture 2.
10. Prompt: TP value has been cleared.

11. The program will lead to the implementation of the ECM/PCM resetting function

   See picture 4;
   Start the engine and check the engine
   Idle speed. If normal, Choose “Cancel”, The idle learning process is completed. If not normal, When satisfied the execution condition, as picture show Select “Yes”. 

TP learning value has been cleared. And wash the throttle air. Referring to maintenance manual, if not, may cause some problem.

Confirm
12. Select “ECM/PCM” has been reset” See picture 5 ,  Idle running about 10mins without the load.
Idle speed learning function will automatically be automatically finished.

ECM/PCM Reset
In some vehicle, After resetting ECM/PCM, idle speed will slow down or not stable until ECM/PCM has learned correct idle speed entering air value. If you are allowed to run the engine about 10mins at a normal temperature and idle speed, it will display the IAC learning.